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Mia Gjerdrum Helgesen (f. 1971) have degrees from Oslo National Academy of the

Arts ( SHKS) , Westerdals of Commercial art Oslo and the Academy of Art,

Academy of Art San Francisco. In 2018, she was awarded residency at Mana

Contemporary in NYC. The artist works with painting on canvas and wood,

graphics (lithography, monotopy and woodcuts), textiles and sculpture. Graphic

has a great place in her artistry and produces woodcuts locally at the Trafo Art

Production. The artist’s is represented in galleries in Norway, New York, Miami

and LA.

The art can be described as the resonance of the very moment or emotion that

describes the theme. The artist works specifically with the experience of the

moment and the feeling a state of mind gives you. She wants the experience of the

abstract / semi-abstract works to be a journey through layers of experiences that

give a feeling and echoing one can carry with them.



Congratulations for being the selected

interviewed artist. What is art for you? How do

you convey a message through your art?

My overarching theme is how human feelings of

"undefined existence" is absorbed by society's

demands. This affects our soul, our relationships

and physical health. 

Natural materials such as wood and marble

support our existence and the inscriptions

symbolize how we leave deep traces in our

existence, our lifes and nature. 

This is how I work with the main basic human

feelings. The relations between people, the

connection, the love, the demans etc. This

theme I visualize in both half abstract work and

abstract, by colurs and carved lines.

Where do you find your inspiration?

I find my inspiration within my self, my feelings,

experience and feelings to start with, but I am

influeced by nature and and the world of art.

Art can be a wonderful to experience but it

often do no not make sence to me, it askes

questions, makes me wonder and moves me,

and that is what's important.

The importance of my own process is how it

devlops and what it means  to me to work with

each pice. To be able to use mye own spirit and

feelings to pass my energy on and experince a

byer being the receeiver of this is a gift. That

means I can touch somone else in one way or

another with my visual language through

paintings and sculpture.

Did you change your style over the years? In

which way? 

My style and tecnique have developed and I

have challanged my selft through the last 20

years. 



I have gone from acrylic on canvas to graphic

prints and sculptures in marbel and bronse.

Then I fell in love with doing graphics as

woodprint, and then it all changed. I made

myself a new tecnique with the playwood, and

this also took me further to wood sculptures.

These original woodwork paintings are

inspired by the traditional woodcut

printmaking process. My works are original

paintings made out of wood plates and are

created by spending hours carving and

painting layers on layers. These works are my

way of honoring and taking the tradition

further by creating my own innovation, the

contemporary wood relief painting, which is

inspired by the Norwegian nature, heritage,

and the old woodcut tradition.

Did you enjoy cooperating with us? The Bold

Modern platform will be held on new

international art festival programs all around

Europe, would you like to join us?

I would love to look into the International art

festival program, it is always a great

challengen and positive to go abroad to show

my art. I am exited to hear more about it.

What is it like to be an artist nowadays? How

was the experience and which experience

you like most to attend in your artistic

journey?

The creative process and the production are

the most important and most challenging. It

moves me to a place where time does not

exist. It's my yoga and my movement, my

development, my quest and where I never

finish .. luckily. It is what I always long for. My

heart long for doing it all alle the time,

schulpture, clay, marbel, stone and wood.

Large play woods with carvings, I love that i

have been so lucky to do my passion as my full

time job. It influenses my life every day.

www.artmia.no


